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It’s worth remembering that absence of a price tag doesn’t necessarily mean that the book is in the public domain; unless explicitly stated otherwise, the author will retain rights over it, including the exclusive right to distribute it. Similarly, even if copyright has expired on an original text, certain editions may still be in copyright due to editing, translation, or extra material like annotations.
North Koreas Foreign Policy Under
The United States said it is ready to engage diplomatically with Pyongyang to achieve the ultimate goal of the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula, following the completion of a months-long U.S.
US Calls on North Korea to 'Engage Diplomatically’
A top North Korean official warned Sunday the U.S. "will find itself in a very grave situation" after President Biden called the country a security threat during his first policy speech to Congress ...
North Korea threatens U.S. and accuses Biden of "big blunder" over foreign policy
WASHINGTON >> The White House says President Joe Biden plans to veer from the approaches of his two most recent predecessors as he tries to stop North Korea’s nuclear program, rejecting both Donald ...
Biden to veer from Trump, Obama policies in taking on North Korea
North Korea lashed out at the United States and its allies in South Korea on Sunday in a series of statements saying recent comments from Washington are proof of a hostile policy that requires a ...
North Korea says Biden policy shows hostile U.S. intent, vows response
President Joe Biden is now looking to succeed in getting North Korea to denuclearize, which many countries, especially South Korea, are hoping that he would do. However, following Bidens recent ...
Joe Biden foreign policy: North Korea accuses POTUS of maintaining 'hostile policy'
Speaking at a meeting of the G-7 foreign ministers in London, Secretary of State Antony Blinken declined to return fire in the wake of incendiary statements from North Korea in reaction to President ...
Ignoring bile from Pyongyang, Blinken says US ready to negotiate with North Korea
"Never underestimate the value of language and behavior in diplomacy and foreign policy," former Finnish Prime Minister Alexander Stubb said.
From Iran to North Korea, Biden has a world of challenges to confront after first 100 days
Chief diplomats of the G7 countries have urged North Korea to denuclearize and rejoin the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), reads the joint statement adopted on Wednesday following a meeting of top ...
G7 calls on North Korea to denuclearize
North Korea has lashed out at US President Joe Biden for his comments about Pyongyang's nuclear program, dismissing Washington's talk of diplomacy as "spurious" and warning of a corresponding response ...
North Korea dismisses 'spurious' US diplomacy as cover for 'hostile acts', warns of corresponding response
When asked if he agreed that North Korea was the top foreign policy issue he faced ... talks with the United States floundered under former President Donald Trump. Biden said the United States ...
Missile tests propel North Korea to top of Biden's foreign agenda
NORTH KOREA has reacted in rage as the US president describes of the country as a security threat, calling the move a “big blunder”. A senior North Korean Foreign Ministry official ...
Kim Jong-un reacts with fury as Biden brands North Korea ‘security threat’
The United States, Japan and South Korea are plowing ahead with efforts to push North Korea back to nuclear negotiations despite the North’s rejection of any such pressure.
US, Japan, South Korea diplomats review North Korea strategy
SEOUL, South Korea (AP ... to ridding North Korea of all its nuclear weapons. China on Wednesday said the U.S.-Japan statement “maliciously attacked” its foreign policy and seriously ...
Top US diplomat slams North Korea’s rights condition
SEOUL (Reuters) - A top North Korean diplomat acknowledged on Thursday that the United States had recently tried to initiate contact, but blasted the attempts as a “cheap trick” that would ...
North Korea says U.S. attempt to initiate contact is 'cheap trick': KCNA
Hours later, the foreign ministers of South Korea ... under President Joe Biden has distanced itself from the previous administration's top-down approach to dialogue with the North.
US alliance bedrock of South Korea's foreign policy: Korea Herald
Sherman as deputy secretary of state on Tuesday, ushering into the White House a well-known foreign ... state under the Bill Clinton administration and as a policy coordinator on North Korea.
US Senate Confirms Former North Korea Negotiator as Deputy Secretary of State
April 22 (UPI) --South Korea's foreign minister is coming under fire for downplaying a shooting ... said Wednesday at the Korea Press Center that North Korea acted with restraint at the heavily ...
North Korea acted with restraint during guard post shooting, Seoul says
Beijing’s policy towards North Korea has ... the Ministry of Foreign Affairs – where Liu has built his career – but by the International Liaison Department, an agency under the Communist ...
China’s ex-ambassador to Britain Liu Xiaoming named special envoy for North Korea
Recent comments from U.S. President Joe Biden and members of his administration show he is intent on maintaining a hostile policy toward North Korea that will require a corresponding response from ...
N. Korea says Biden policy shows U.S. intent on being hostile, vows response
U.S. President Joe Biden's recent speech, newly completed policy review, and his administration's comments on human rights show he is intent on maintaining a hostile policy toward North Korea, North ...
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